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Why public 

speaking is good for 

your nonprofit, its 

mission and the 

people you serve.



Who am I?



Why spending time with 

me today is a good ROI.



Misconceptions

OUR WORK SPEAKS 

FOR ITSELF





Misconceptions

WE PREFER TO BE BEHIND 

THE SCENES





Misconceptions

YES – WE’RE DOING 

THAT





Misconceptions

SOMEONE ELSE SHOULD 

DO THAT





It’s not about you.





Misconceptions

GREAT SPEAKERS ARE 

BORN.



Great 

presenters are 

not born.



They are made.



Misconceptions

INTROVERTS MAKE BAD 

PUBLIC SPEAKERS







Misconceptions

IT HAS TO BE 

PERFECT







PURPOSE



VISIBILITY



TARGETING



INSTANT CREDIBILITY



STRATEGIC REVENUE



IN-PERSON 

ENGAGEMENT



GIG REVENUE



THE CHANCE TO BE 

FABULOUS



SCALE & TIME



NETWORKS





1. Be Strategic





2. Be clear

(What’s your idea in 12 words or less)





3. Have a clear, specific strategic objective









4. Identify your target audience





5. Research them, 

understand them 

& give them what they need.









Who is their 

trusted 

authority?



6. Strategic public speaking is a negotiation. 

Make it a no-brainer.





8. Choose a persuasion strategy



7. Curate the right content elements to persuade



We’re wired

for storytelling



Be smart. 



Be smart. 

Be kind. 



Be smart. 

Be kind. 

Be reasonable.



8. Write your script





9. To slide or not to slide?





Start by pretending there is no PowerPoint.



Only add if it enhances.



Don’t create a 

slideument
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Oh. You need a little dummy text for your mockup? How quaint.
I bet you’re still using Bootstrap too…
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10. Memorise then rehearse



If you sound robotic, 

you haven’t 

rehearsed enough.









11. Prepare for yes





12. Don’t Panic





13. Present








